Peekaboo Animation announces
copro deal on animated series
with Mondo and Monello

Peekaboo Animation has closed an agreement with French production houses Mondo TV
France and Monello Productions in order to join forces and coproduce the animated
television series “Rocky Kwaterner” (52x13’), based on an original idea from creators Pepper
Sue and Elastik Jane.
The participation of Peekaboo will be as minority coproducer; the Barcelona-based studio will
be in charge of some preproduction tasks, mainly storyboarding, as well as the interactive part
of the project, consisting on educational webisodes for Internet platforms. The Spanish public
broadcaster, RTVE, has already selected the animated comedy to participate in the current
call of projects for 2018. Thus, the series will arrive to Spanish audience through the kids’
dedicated channel Clan, leading free-to-air operator in the 4+ slot.
The series is an original coproduction of Mondo and Monello in collaboration with France
Télévisions. Other broadcasters on board involve RTP (Portugal) or RTS (Switzerland). Kids
First Distribution, based in Paris, is the sales agent in charge of worldwide exploitation.

About the show
Rocky, a 10-years old boy from the Prehistoric era, gets frozen by accident into a glacier when
chasing a mammoth. 35,000 years later, archaeologist Mary Tikka finds Rocky inside a block
of ice in the Himalaya and decides to adopt him and integrate him discretely in her family.
Thus, Rocky will have now two siblings, Theo and Luna, will live in a house with a garden in
the outskirts of the city and will face kids' life at XXIst Century, where every day turns into an
exciting adventure. But be careful! Evil Professor Torpille knows about Rocky's existence and
will stop at nothing in order to frozen him back and turn him into his ticket to fame.

For more information please contact Peekaboo Animation at info@peekabooanimation.com

